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About This Content

Immortal Redneck Original Soundtrack

The perfect complement for shooting, slashing, burning and exploding mummies and other weird creatures. The music
composed and produced by Damian Sanchez will help you in your epic adventure.
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Formats: FLAC & MP3 320kbs

Tracklist

01: Road to death (1:13)

02: Immortal Redneck (2:04)

03: What am I doing here (3:06)

04: Shooting practice (3:03)

05: Exit seeking (3:14)

06: Ain't no mummy strong enough (1:52)

07: Keep moving (2:16)

08: Demigod (2:15)

09: Weryt (2:29)

10: Smell of steam (3:27)

11: Ass kicking (3:05)

12: Don't hide from me (2:07)

13: Cleaning up (1:36)

14: Temsep (2:49)

15: Flashy neons (3:18)

16: Alien smash (3:00)

17: The beginning of the end (2:22)

18: Master of the raids (1:44)

19: Fayoum (3:28)

20: That's all folks (1:02)
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Title: Immortal Redneck - Original Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Crema
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 64bit

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Portuguese
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Ranges from acceptable to exceptionally enjoyable. While some of the motifs can feel a bit generic the instrumental choices are
anything but and there's clearly a lot of artistic vision in Sanchez's work. Weryt in particular is one of the best boss themes I've
heard in the past decade. Overall the album can be entertaining out of context, but is most effective accompanying Immortal
Redneck, which it enhances greatly with its creative mix of Egyptian and modern Rock themes, both soothing and invigorating
in and out of combat.. The soundtrack for Immortal Redneck is nothing truly special; it's functional and does its job. On the
other hand, the gameplay and fun\/addictive factor of Immortal Redneck as a whole is crazy great.

Hopefully the devs will continue with their roadmap and maybe even create new (paid) content in the future.
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